The Muslim World
World::
• Included lands & peoples from parts of

three continents (Europe, Africa, & Asia)
• Preserved, blended, & spread Greek,
Roman, Indian, Persian & other
civilizations
• Enjoyed a prosperous golden age with
advances in art, literature, mathematics,
and science
• Spread new learning to Christian Europe

The Life of Muhammad and the Genesis of Islam
•Muhammad – founder of
Islam, born about
570,raised in Mecca.
•Spread of monotheistic
ideas. Muhammad became
dissatisfied with life focused
on material gain.
•610 –he received a revelations transmitted from God via the
angel Gabriel. Later , written in Arabic and collected in the
Qur’an, they formed the basis for Islam.
•Khadijah – First wife of Muhammad who was the widow of a
wealthy merchant

Persecution, Flight, and Victory
•Umma: Community of
the faithful within Islam
•Zakat: Tax for charity
obligatory for all muslims
•Five pillars: the
obligatory religious duties
for all Muslims
•Caliph: the successor to
Muhammad as head of the
Islamic community.

Islam offered opportunities for uniting Arabs by providing
a distinct indigenous monotheism supplanting clan
division and allowing an end to clan feuding.

•Islam offered an ethical
system capable of healing
social rifts in Arab society.
•All believers were equal
before Allah
•The strong and wealthy
were responsible for the
care of the weak and
poor.
•The Prophet’s teachings and the Qur’an became the basis for
laws regulating the Muslim faithful.
•All faced a last judgment by a stern but compassionate God.

•Dhimmis: “The people of
the book” = Jews, Christians;
later extended to
Zoroastrians and Hindus.
•Jizya: head tax paid by all
non-Muslims in Islamic lands.
•Mawali: non-Arab converts
to Islam
•Damascus: Ancient Islamic
cultural center; capital of
present-day Syria

Dhimmis had to pay
taxes but were allowed
to retain their own
religious and social
organization

The great extent of empire hindered efficiency, but the regime
worked well for more than a century. Royal executioner
symbolized the absolute power of the rulers over their subjects.

The spread of Islam
Inherent appeal
 Simplicity
 Equality
 Rights for Women
 High moral teachings

Conversion Incentives
 Tax on "People of the

Jihad
 Military skill
 Good government
 Tolerance

 Forced conversion of

Book” - Originally
Christians and Jews, later
Hindus and certain other
groups as well.
pagans

Trade
 Indonesia and subsubSaharan Africa

The spread of Islam

The World of Islam

Schism about 700 A.D.

 Reasons:

 Succession to Caliphate (Kalifa, successor;
successor of Mohammed)
 Incorporation of nonnon-Koranic elements into
Islam
 Worldliness of Caliphs, discrimination against
non--Arab Muslims
non

 Shiites (shia: party or faction) about 10%
(mostly Iran)

 Fundamentalist?

 Sunnites (Sunna: beaten path) about 90%

Sunnis & Shiites
• Sunnis

• Believed the caliph was

•

primarily a leader and
any devout Muslim could
serve in the office with
the acceptance of the
people
90% of Muslims today
are Sunnis

• Shiites

• Believed the caliph was

•

primarily a religious
authority and should be
held only by the
descendants of
Muhammad
10% of Muslims today
are Shiites (most are in
Iran, Iraq, & Lebanon)

The Golden Age of Islam
• A period of great prosperity or achievement, especially in
•

•

the arts
Islam began in the Arabian Peninsula in the early 7th
century CE. It quickly spread throughout the Middle
East before moving across North Africa, and into Spain
and Sicily. By the 13th century, Islam had spread across
India and Southeast Asia.
The reasons for the success of Islam, and the
expansion of its empire, can be attributed to:
– the strength of the Arab armies
– the use of a common language
– and fair treatment of conquered peoples

The Golden Age of Islam
• Arab armies were able to quickly conquer territory
•
•

through the use of advanced tactics and the
employment of horse and camel cavalry
cavalry..
Islamic rulers were very tolerant of conquered
peoples, and welcomed conversion to the Islamic
faith.
All Muslims must learn Arabic
Arabic,, so they can read the
Qur'an, the Islamic holy book. This common
language helped to unite many different ethnic
groups within the Islamic empire. It also made
possible the easy exchange of knowledge and ideas.

The Golden Age of Islam
• Islamic civilization experienced a golden
age under the Abbasid Dynasty, which
ruled from the mid 8th century until the
mid 13th century.
• Under the Abbasids, Islamic culture
became a blending of Arab, Persian,
Egyptian, and European traditions.
• The result was an era of stunning
intellectual and cultural achievements.

Eras of Islamic Civilization
• 570
570--632: MuhammadMuhammad-Founder
• 632
632--661: First four Caliphs  Expansion in
Mideast  Sunni
Sunni--Shia Split.

• 661
661--750: Ummayad Dynasty  (Centered in
Damascus) Expansion in N. Africa & Spain

Eras of Islamic Civilization
• 750
750--1258: Abbasid Dynasty  Golden Age at
Baghdad

• 1000s
1000s--1400s: Seljuks &Mongols
• 1453
1453--WW I: Ottoman Empire & Fragmentation

Islam in India
• Muslim invasions of the 7th century
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

began incursion
Sufis were the central factor in
spread of Islam
Muslims were generally open,
tolerant, and inclusive of Hindus
Umayyad general Muhammad
conquered & annexed Sind
Indians treated as people of the book
Centered government (Delhi
Sultanate) in Delhi (1206(1206-1526)
Monotheistic beliefs were not as
popular
Some Buddhists accepted and lower
caste Hindus and untouchables found
appealing

Islam in Southeast Asia
• 8th century Muslims gain control of
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indian commerce
Peaceful entry as a result of 13th
century collapse of Shrivijaya
(Buddhist trading empire)
Peaceful contacts (from traders)
and voluntary conversion
City of Malacca was very influential
Coastal cities were more receptive
Mass was open to Islam because
Buddhism was mainly for the elite
Mystical quality of Islam had appeal

Islam in Southeast Asia
• Capacity for accommodation

•
•

- Muslims were tolerant of
indigenous beliefs; prepreMuslim beliefs were
incorporated into Islamic
ceremonies
Women held stronger familial
& societal position
Islam did not become
popular in Buddhist areas of
SE Asia, but it did spread to
islands of the Indian Ocean
(Malaysia, Indonesia, and
southern Philippines

Islam in Africa
• Jihad spread Islam to Africa (8th century)
• Caravan trade helped spread Islam into
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sub-Saharan Africa (Ghana, Mali, &
SubSudan)
Traditional beliefs blend with Muslim
beliefs in some areas
Sudan – matrilineal societies resisted
Islam
Ocean traders spread Islam to coastal
areas, islands, & east African cities
(Mogadishu, Mombasa, & Kilwa)
Kilwa)
Little success in interior Africa
Ibn Battuta – Arab traveler who
documented the Islamic world (1300s)
Mamluks – originally a military caste that
took seized power; dynasty that makes
Egypt a center for Muslim culture and
learning; were converts to Islam

The Crusades
• Christian feudal kingdoms established
•

•
•
•
•

after 1st Crusade – most were recaptured
under Saladin
Sophisticated Muslim technology,
architecture, medicine, mathematics.
science, and culture borrowed by
Europeans
Europeans recovered Greek learning lost
after the fall of Rome
Italian merchants were more important
as carriers of Islamic advanced
knowledge than Christian warriors
Muslims had little interest in European
civilization
The element of surprise, Sunni/Shiite
differences, & assassinations all led to
initial Crusader success

Women In Islam
• Early days of Islam: women
•
•

were not required to wear the
veil & not secluded
Up to four wives allowed since
the time of Muhammad;
women - only one husband
In general, Islamic women had
more rights than other women
of the same time
–
–
–
–

Equal with men before Allah
Female infanticide forbidden
Could own property (before & after marriage)
In some cases could divorce husband

• Eventual isolation created

barriers to acceptance of Islam,
especially in Africa

Rich Cultural Achievements
 Many Islamic centers of culture and








science
– Baghdad
– Cairo
– Damascus
– Cordoba
– Alexandria
Scholarship
– Produced notable scientists,
astronomers, mathematicians, doctors
and philosophers
– Importance of reading the Qur'an
produced a comparatively high level
of literacy in the general populace
Heirs to Hellenistic Learning
– Maintained Classical learning
– Translation of Greek texts - Aristotle
Medicine
Architecture
– Mosques, Palaces & Minarets
Art
– Geometric patterns, calligraphy, metal
work

Art & Literature
According to the teachings of the Qur'an,

Islamic artists were forbidden from using
human figures in religious art. Therefore,
they developed a style of geometric shapes
and patterns that were used to decorate
religious buildings called Mosques.
Mosques.

 These geometric patterns usually contained
verses from the Qur'an written in a stylized
form of decorative handwriting called
calligraphy.

Literature
There were many different styles of

Islamic literature. Most works were based
on the Qur'an, but some Islamic artists
wrote poetry about the joys and sorrows
of love. Also, stories from other cultures
were adapted and rewritten for Islamic
civilization..
civilization
– The most famous collection is called The
Thousand and One Nights, which is a
collection of tales that includes such well
known stories as Aladdin and His Magic
Lamp.

Art & Architecture
Non
Non--religious artists were allowed to use

human figures. This type of work most
often appears in scholarly works of science
or literature, which were lavishly
illustrated.
Islamic architects borrowed heavily from
the Byzantine Empire which used domes
and arches extensively throughout their
cities. An example of this use can be seen
in the Dome of the Rock, a famous
mosque in Jerusalem.

Architecture

Philosophy
• Islamic scholars translated philosophic

texts from a variety of cultures. These
include works from China, India, and
Ancient Greece.
• Scholarly commentary written about these
texts influenced a variety of cultures,
including European civilizations.

Law
• Islam developed a system of law based on
Qur'an..
the Qur'an
• This system was created to help people
apply the Qur'an to everyday life and
situations.
• The book of laws, called the Sharia,
regulates all aspects of life including,
moral behavior, family life, business
dealings, and government.

Economic Achievements
• Under the Abbasids, a vast trading network was
•
•

religion,, culture
culture,, and
created which helped to spread religion
technology among the different peoples of the empire.
New business practices such as, partnerships
partnerships,, the use
currency, were
of credit,
credit, and banks to exchange currency,
developed to handle the increase in trade.
The establishment of such vast trading networks made
the many nations within the Islamic Empire very
wealthy, and helped to stimulate many of their cultural
and intellectual achievements

Science & Medicine
Muslim scientists
• Saw no contradiction between
religion and laws governing natural
world
• Scientific method born
• Utilized Classical Greek medical texts
• Alchemy – beginnings of chemistry
Muslim medicine
• Advanced techniques & ideas
• Theory that disease born through
air--borne organisms
air
• Study of anatomy
• Vascular & cancer surgery
• Study of light, lenses & physiology of
eye – led to camera
• Use of anesthetics
• Pharmacies
• Hospitals – separate disease in
different wards

Medicine and Pharmacy
• Institutionalized and regulated the practice of Medicine and Pharmacy
 The modern concept of clinics
 Board exams and license to practice. Regulatory boards (FDA's!!!)
 Classification of plants and Algae for their medical use, and outlined
possible side effects (PDR’s!!)
Hospitals:
• Tens, including specialized, in each of Baghdad, Qurtoba, and Damascus.
• Mobile hospitals for emergency.
• Departments and University Hospitals.
• Patients records and vital signs, urine tests, family history.
Surgery:
• Threads from animal intestines.
• Opium and Hashish for Anesthesia.
• Alcohol as disinfectant.
• Treatment of cataract, and removal of kidney and gallbladder stones
Autopsy !!!
• Students training (Anatomy)
• Cause of death

Chemistry and Physics
• Arabic terms and methods of preparation for Alkali, Alcohol,
Tartarate
• Discovered and prepared in pure form 28 elements (Ibn
Elhaytham)
• The processes of crystallization, fermentation, distillation,
sublimation,
• Preparation of acids (H2SO4, HCl, HNO3) and bases (NaOH)
• Light travels in straight lines. Laws of refraction, reflection and
illusion of light.
• Alluded to the Magnetic properties of some objects

Mathematics
• Introduced “Arabic” numerals – originally
from India
• Replaced Roman numerals
• Included the zero – made for complex
calculations
• Perfected use of decimals and fractions
• Invented Algebra

Cultural Milestones
• education
– elementary education for both sexes
– universities and libraries

• preserved Greek, Roman, Persian, Indian
learning by translating ancient texts

